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Abstract. The Internet is moving towards dynamic and ad-hoc service compo-
sition. The resulting so-called Web 2.0 sites maintain a unified user-experience
while interacting and exchanging personal data with multiple other sites. Since
the interaction is dynamic and ad-hoc, existing privacy policy mechanisms are
not designed for this scenario.
In this article we describe a new lightweight approach towards privacy manage-
ment. The core idea is to provide a “privacy panel” – a unified and simple entry
point at each site that enables consumers to review stored data and manage their
privacy. Key aspects were ease-of-use and handling of recursive disclosures of
personal data.

1 Introduction

Increased exposure of web services by enterprises has lead to an emerging service ag-
gregation ecosystem. Today, there exists no easily usable concept for distributed privacy
controls in such federated service aggregations. As a consequence, today’s service ag-
gregations are either limited to applications in which no personal information is handled
or to individuals that do not care about their privacy.

In this article, we describe a new concept of privacy panels for end users. We de-
fine a powerful yet usable mechanism that enable individualsto control their privacy
throughout a network of aggregated services. Our main objectives are

– Transparency: Individuals can discover the privacy policy of a site, which data
was collected, how it was used, and to whom it was disclosed.

– Control: Individuals can control data that is stored about them. This includes dele-
tion or blocking and unblocking of data across all or some of the services that have
been aggregated.

– Usability: Existing privacy enforcement concepts [5, 9] are powerfulin an enter-
prise setting. However, they lack the ease of use and simplicity needed in an end-
user-oriented scenario.

The privacy panel (see Figure 1 for an example picture) allows an individual consumer
to manage privacy of a given site and all sites to which personal data has been disclosed
by that site. The panel provides a single entry point to review the policy (“our policy”)
and the stored data (“your data”), to block and unblock further usage of portions of
personal data (“block identity”), and to delete personal data (“delete identity”).



The goal of our concept is to enable enterprises to act as better guardians of their
customers’ data.1 Today, enterprises are often limited by the complexity of privacy con-
cepts. As a consequence consumers suffered from limited transparency and control.
Note that our concept needs to be augmented by proper auditing and controls to ensure
that enterprises correctly deploy the technology and comply with the privacy promises
they have made.
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Fig. 1.Privacy panel

Outline The remainder of the article is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines the
basic model of usable privacy control across multiple organizations and provides more
details on the proposed privacy panel. Section 3 formalizesprivacy controls in a single
organization. Section 4 defines our trust management model and expands these concepts
to protect personally identifiable information that has been disclosed to other organiza-
tions. Section 5 describes how to provide an enhanced level of verifiability to end users.
Section 5.4 concludes our article.

2 Usable Privacy Controls in Aggregated Services

Our approach has three main components. The simple user interface to provide trans-
parency and control to end users, the protocols that define how to implement the cor-
responding privacy controls across multiple organizations, and the policies and their
semantics that allow organizations to formalize how data may be used. We use an on-
line retail scenario to illustrate our concepts.

2.1 Online Retail Scenario

Consider the following scenario, involving a typical online bookstoreB and a customer
C (see Fig. 2). CustomerC has an account with bookstoreB, andB links whatever
it knows aboutC to his or her account: all purchases made byC, voluntarily pro-
vided preferences, which booksC looked at in the last few weeks. All in all,B has a
fairly complete picture ofC, as far asC ’s reading interests are concerned. By cross-
correlating this dataB gets a good idea about which booksC might purchase in the

1 Note that this approach augments privacy by means of self-protection [6, 7]: While self-
protection minimizes the data that is being released and traces accidental disclosures, we focus
on data that needs to be released despite minimization.
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Fig. 2. Online retail scenario

future, which allowsB to offer very precise recommendations toC. Unlike blind mass-
marketing, these recommendations are precisely to the point, and thusC is likely to
appreciate those recommendations and love this service.

Now assume thatC buys a specific book atB, and pays with a credit card issued
by a payment processorP . In order to fulfill the order,B sends certain data toP , for
payment authorization, and then sends the book and shippingdetails to a wholesaler
W , and finally this wholesaler sends the book plus shipping details to a shipping agent
S. At the end,C ’s data went fromB to P andW and fromW to S.

Such scenarios raise significant privacy concerns: many people appreciate receiv-
ing specific recommendations, but they do not like the idea that others might see their
behavior. Particularly critical situations are subcontracting scenarios (B delegates ship-
ping toW , who further delegates toS), and acquisition scenarios. In the latter the fear
is that whenB′ acquiresB, and with it all ofB’s customer data, the business model
of B might change, and suddenly the new business owner might decide that the new
model will benefit more from selling the customer data to whoever pays most than from
keeping them confidential.

2.2 Transparency and Control using a Privacy Panel

By adding a standardized privacy panel to all participatingsites, a single entry point al-
lows individuals to exercise control over their data. The panel is linked from all places
where an enterprise collects or displays personal data (e.g., the login page, the page
whereC can inspect all previous orders), and will also create a specific identity manage-
ment “portal” at a well known address. Say, ifB can be reached athttp://www.B.com
then this portal will be athttp://www.B.com/identity. The four icons in Fig-
ure 1 represent buttons on a web page. Ideally, these buttonsand their essential seman-
tics will be standardized so that customers who see them spontaneously and dependably
associate the right meaning with them.

“Our policy” will open a window withC ’s privacy policy (most web sites offer this
already).



“Your data” will open a window whereC gets a report of all dataB stores related to
C. A standard should decide what “all data” will mean, but intuitively this is the data
itself, plus the history of data (when and from whom and why did B receive data, and
to whom and when and why didB send data?), plus links to the privacy panels of all
parties that received data fromB. If applicable, the panel should also explain how data
was collected or from whom it has been received. Note that this includes direct and any
indirect user data an organization plans to collect, i.e., if the collection of indirect data
such as clickstream data is not declared, the organization is not authorized to collect
this type of data.

“Block identity” will preventB from usingC ’s data for almost all purposes. All excep-
tions must be pre-agreed in the policy. Intuitively, these exceptions will only be purposes
either required by law or needed to allowC to execute an“unblock” command. We call
them “mandatory purposes”, and if a data element is needed for at least one mandatory
purpose we call it “protected data”. The set of mandatory purposes is likely to be time-
dependent. E.g., a transaction might end such that protected data becomes optional over
time. In this case an earlier block (or delete) might have a delayed impact on such data.
In our initial scenario we assumed an all-or-nothing scope for “block” and “unblock”.
A real implementation might give the user some choices. For instance, all data might be
sorted into a few categories, and block/unblock and delete might be individually offered
for each category. In the most extreme case, each data item can be blocked, unblocked
and deleted independently of all other data items. Our technical description covers all
cases, but we believe that few all-or-nothing choices for data groups are probably the
most usable and thus most relevant case.

“Delete identity” is like “block identity” except that the effect cannot be reversed.

2.3 Related Technologies

Our proposal is related to privacy controls for individualsas well as privacy manage-
ment based on privacy policy languages. Privacy policies fall into three main categories
(see Fig. 3): Privacy notice from enterprise to consumers [12], privacy preferences of
individuals [1], and policies governing data handling inside an enterprise [5, 9], The
policy formalism used for explaining our mechanisms focuses on privacy notice and
only provides high-level constraints for the enterprise internal use. The core goal of
the formalism given is to provide an easy-to-understand formalism to describe the data
flows between web-sites as well as a high-level summary of their site-internal use. Our
simplified approach to policies can be augmented by detaileddata types [12] and by
mechanisms to validate whether the policies actually enforced satisfy the published
promises [11, 8, 2].

Besides privacy policies, many existing concepts that enhance end-user control re-
late to our approach. In the sequel, we discuss some of them.

Unsubscribe. Many subscription-based information services, like electronic newslet-
ters, allow customers to unsubscribe explicitly. The meaning is obvious: unsubscribe
terminates the service for this customer, and in many cases the basic customer record
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Fig. 3. Privacy policies and negotiation types

will be automatically deleted after some time. Unlikeblock, unsubscribe has no reverse
operation (subscribing again does not recreate the old customer record such as an inter-
est profile, but generates a new one). It has no transitive semantics (unsubscribe has no
impact on other service providers who might have received the subscription information
– this is actually a very common scenario with free subscription services), moreover, it
also has no meaning for data beyond the basic customer record(e.g., if the service is a
forum or newsgroup then all postings will still be availableto all other subscribers).

Opt-in and opt-out choices. Organizations are supposed to specify the purposes for
which they collect personal data. A popular way to specify those purposes is to structure
them into a multiple-choice menu. For each menu item the usercan say “yes”, i.e., opt-
in, or “no”, i.e., opt-out. Often users can modify their choices at any time. Opting-out
from a purpose is very similar to blocking, and subsequentlyopting-in again is very
similar to unblocking. But there are differences:

– Opting in/out has no impact on other organizations. This is the same situation as
with unsubscribe.One might argue that many proposals for privacy authorization
systems suggest that policy changes must propagate (“sticky policies”), and opt-
in/opt-out choices are elements of a privacy policy and thusshould be sticky, too.

– Opting in/out impacts purposes only. For instance opting out from receiving a
newsletter does not make the address inaccessible nor does it touch the history
of how the customer reacted to previous newsletters. It justwithdraws the organi-
zation’s right to use the address for sending out a newsletter. Our approach is more
general, in that it allows opt-in/opt-out for arbitrary elements of a concrete access
control list.

– We also suggest specific implementations for opt-in/opt-out that have not been sug-
gested in this context before. We suggest to off load storingor protecting data
needed to unblock or opt-in from the organization to the user.

Several other technologies, such as content management anddatabases, are related in
the sense that they provide functions that would make it easier to implement our con-
cepts.

3 A Simple Policy Model for Local Privacy Enforcement

We now formalize the semantics of the proposed privacy panel. We start with a very
basic definition. Consider an organizationo that stores data typesD = (d1, . . . , dn)



about a userU . There is a set of actionsA = (a1, . . . , am) that can be executed on
those data, and as a result the data might change, new data might be created, or old data
might be deleted.2 For now we do not assume that data is forwarded (this functionwill
be added in the next subsection).

The access control listACLo ⊆ A × 2D of an organizationo defines the set of
dataδ items on which each given actiona may be performed. We assume that if (a,
δ) ∈ ACLothena has no undesired impact on any data outsideδ. This is a very sim-
plified model for access control, but it is straightforward to add details and constraints
if needed. We assume thatACLo is maintained by organizationo. Organizationo also
maintains a subsetACLM ⊆ ACLo which contains all pairs the user cannot block (the
actions serving mandatory purposes3).

The user specifies a set of blocked pairsblockU ⊆ A × 2D and permanently shares
this list with o. “Blocking” a pair corresponds to moving the pair intoblockU “un-
blocking” corresponds to removing it fromblockU . The actual access control listACLe

that is used for enforcement is derived from the inputs provided,ACLo, ACLM , and
blockU , as follows:

ACLe := ACLo − (blockU − ACLM ).

In this abstract model, the impact of “blocking” a pair (a,δ), i.e., adding it toblockU ,
is the following:

– If (a, δ) /∈ ACLe then there is no immediate impact since the blocked item was
either not inACLo or else mandatory.

– If (a, δ) ∈ ACLe and (a, δ) /∈ ACLM then the pair (a, δ) is removed by updating
ACLe, i.e.,o can no longer execute this action on this data.

The impact of “unblocking” a pair (a, δ), i.e., moving it out ofblockU , is the following:

– If (a, δ) /∈ ACLo then there is no immediate impact. The pair was never inACLe

or it was inACLo but removed byo.
– If (a, δ) ∈ ACLo then the pair is re-added toACLe.

Note thatblockU is not necessarily a subset ofACLo, i.e., the user might block and
unblock a pair (a, δ) before it is actually added toACLo. If o adds a pair toACLo

that is blocked then this pair will not be added toACLe. Whenever any of the inputs
change, the resultingACLe needs to be recomputed. An update is triggered by changes
in ACLo, ACLM , or blockU . If o removes a pair fromACLM , but not fromACLo,
then this pair can be blocked in the future. If the pair is alsoin blockU then the update
procedure will immediately remove it fromACLe.

In our abstract model,blockU is an arbitrary subset ofA× 2D. Listing all elements
in blockU is the most obvious way to specifyblockU , but is unlikely to cover many
interesting cases. More practically relevant approaches that can be combined are listed
below:

2 Note that purposes can be encoded in actions. If a certain action isa is allowed for one purpose
p but not for another purposep′, then action (a, p) and (a, p′) would have to be elements ofA

to enable distinction.
3 The probably most relevant way to practically defineACLM is to classifyA into mandatory

actionsAM and discretionary actionsAD := A\AM , and defineACLM := ACL∩AM × 2D .



– The all-or-nothing approach can be implemented by setting either blockU := A×

2D (everything blocked) orblockU := ∅ (nothing blocked). Note that this does not
block the pairs inACLM , which in this case should also include all pairs that are
required to perform the unblock operation.

– There might be predefined classesC1, . . . , Cj which cover subsets of ofA× 2D,
andU can pick any subset of these classes. In this caseblockU is the union of all
blocked classes. This is similar to the opt-in and opt-out grouping of statements in
[12].

– Instead of blocking pairs the user might block data or actions, or classes of data and
actions. If the user wants to block all actions inA∗ and all data inD∗, then we set
blockU := A∗ × 2D ∪ A × 2D∗

. The way to deal with classes of actions and data
is obvious.

These operations allow users to block portions or all of their data. Note that in a user-
centric identity scheme, this blocking/unblocking can be managed by a client-side ap-
plication. This means that if a user visits a site, the required data is unblocked. Once a
user has performed a transaction and logs out, the data is blocked again.

4 Managing Privacy across Multiple Organizations

Organizationo will often share data with other organizations. We now discuss the pro-
tocols that allow an organization to disclose data to another entity and maintain the
privacy of the disclosed data. This includes disclosure andupdate of data as well as
blocking/unblocking.

Traditional privacy policies allow individuals to specifywhich actions by which
organization are allowed on which data elements. They oftendo not contain explicit
disclosure controls, i.e., they do not specify who is allowed to obtain copies of the data
[15]. To simplify data handling, we pursue a simpler and moreflexible approach. Our
concept is split into two parts.Disclosure controlprevents data from being disclosed
to parties that are not trusted by an individual user.Usage controlthen restricts usage
and manages block/unblock for trusted organizations that store data of an individual.
An organization is allowed to use data if the organization istrusted and if the required
permissions have been delegated to this organization.

4.1 Preventing Disclosure to Untrusted Organizations

The best protection of data against an untrusted organization is not to disclose the data to
this organization. This means that either an individual trusts an organization sufficiently
to act as a guardian of his or her data or else the organizationshould not obtain the data
in the first place. Since this trust depends on the data types,we specify which parties are
in principleallowed to handle given data items. Those parties are then trusted to enforce
the privacy restrictions as specified by an individual.4 Special care needs to be taken to

4 This is similar to and can be augmented by the concept described in [10] where parties are only
trusted to handle data if they implement a privacy layer thatis protected by means of Trusted
Computing hardware.



handle the fact that an organization gets the same data via multiple paths. We model
this concept as a data-flow matrixDF . Given a set of organizationsO and a list of data
itemsD, the data-flow matrix is a subsetDF ⊆ O × D that lists the organizations that
are trusted to handle each particular data item.

The corresponding data disclosure can now be specified as follows. Whenever an
organization needs to disclose a setD of data to an organizationo′, it computes a data
subsetD′ such thatd ∈ D′ ⊆ D iff (o’,d) ∈ DF andd ∈ D. The recipient should not
obtain trust information unless it is trusted to protect thecorresponding data. Therefore,
the organization computes the subset of the data-flow matrixDF ′ ⊆ O × D′. The
organizationo can then discloseD′ andDF’ to its peero′. If the trust is not sufficient
to pass on critical data for a given transaction, the organization can either cancel the
transaction or else ask the user to extend the data-flow matrix. The handling of the data-
flow matrix will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.2. Note that cryptographic
protection can be implemented on top of this scheme, i.e., ifa user releases encrypted
data (say foro′′), theDF specifies who can get hold of and pass on the cipher text. If
it includeso′′, theno′′ can get hold of the data and actually decrypt it. This conceptcan
be used to tunnel critical data (e.g., SSN, credit cards) through multiple semi-trusted
parties to the actual intended recipient.

4.2 Managing Data Usage Permissions for Disclosed Data

Permissions are handled along a dynamically generated directed delegation graph that
may have cycles. The organizations are the nodes of this delegation graph. Edges cor-
respond to actual disclosures. Each disclosure (edge) delegates a set of permissions
that is a subset of the permissions received. An edge is labeled with the data that has
been disclosed as well as the corresponding metadata. The metadata consists of the re-
duced data-flow matrixDF, a disclosure history, and the associated permissions. The
data-flow matrix defines the maximum set of organizations that can obtain subsequent
disclosures; the history defines via which intermediaries the data was received, and the
permissions are the associated access control lists as defined in Section 3. Blocking
blocks a (subset of) a given edge. An action on data can be performed by a node as long
as any unblocked incoming edge still permits this action. Inpractice this, for example,
means that a shipment company can use an address as long as some wholesaler still
has an ongoing delivery for this customer. We now formalize this intuition depicted in
Fig. 4.

In order to receive disclosures, each organization needs tostore such a triple (his-
tory, data-flow matrix, permissions) for each received disclosure. Note that an organi-
zation can receive the same data via different paths and withdifferent or identical per-
missions. The organization needs to store and maintain received disclosures separately
in order to manage the blocking of a single disclosure.

We now explain the permission handling for disclosures thatis summarized in Ta-
ble 1 in more detail. Permissions of a given organizationo are formalized by a triple
(ACLo,ACLM , blockU ) that contains the access control list, the list of mandatoryper-
missions, and the blocked permissions.
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Table 1.Computation of metadata for disclosures

Field Sendero Recipiento′ Constraint
Data dat dat′ dat′ ⊆ dat and(O′ × dat′) ⊆ DF

Data-Flow Matrix DF DF ′ DF ′ ⊆ DF ∩ (O × dat′)
History hist hist′ hist′ := (hist, o)
Access Control List ACLo ACL′

o ACL′

o ⊆ ACLo

Mandatory PermissionsACLM ACL′

M ACL′

M ⊆ (ACLM ∩ ACL′

o)
Blocked Permissions blockU block

′

U block
′

U ⊇ blockU

Disclosure and Delegation:Let us assume that an organizationo holds datad with
permissions(ACLo, ACLM , blockU ) received via a single edge, and intends to dis-
close it to an organizationo′. In order to disclose the data, the organization decides
on a subsetACL′ ⊆ ACL of unblocked permissions to delegate. Both organizations
also agree on a setACL′

M ⊆ ACLM that defines the mandatory permissions. Once
these permissions are defined, the data is disclosed along with the permission vector
(ACLo, ACLM , blockU ), a subsetDF’ of the data-flow matrix that covers the dis-
closed data, and the history including sendero and recipiento′ as its last two elements.
The disclosing organizationo also stores the history to enable later updates or blocking
of the disclosed data. If an organization wants to delegate adata set of data received
via multiple edges, it needs to choose one incoming edge for each data item and break
the data down into multiple disclosure messages – one for each incoming edge. This is
necessary because the incoming data may have different data-flow matrices or different
policies associated with the actual data to be disclosed.

Once an organization has received data of a given data subject dsvia one or more
paths, it can compute the actual permissions by combining the permissions along all



edges. The actual ACL is computed as the union of all incomingsetsACLe that are
computed as specified in Section 3. This formalizes the intuition that data can be used
as long as at least a single organization has delegated the corresponding usage. The
blocking setblockU and the mandatory permissionsACLM are maintained separately
for all in- and outgoing edges. They are considered when updating the individual ACLs
and therefore indirectly influence the corresponding ACLs.

Block/Unblock:There are two types of blocking data. A user can either block informa-
tion via the organization that collected it or else visit theprivacy panel of a particular
organization directly to block all or portions of the storeddata (no matter where the
data was collected). The first type is a user blocking data that has been released to an
organizationo. In this case, the blocking is recursed along the dynamic disclosure path
by updating the policies at each edge. If a user has blocked a setblockU at organization
o, theno examines along which paths the given data has been disclosedand discloses
an updatedblock ′

U . The subsequent parties then updateACLe for the given edge ac-
cordingly. Note that this will only block the data if the organization has not received
the same data and permissions via another path. The rationale behind this behavior is
that in most cases, from a user’s perspective different paths are seen as independent.
If, for example, a user blocked all data at a given online retailer, the individual would
be surprised if the credit card were rendered unusable also for other online retailers.
Unblocking again updates the permission sets and propagates the permission update.

In the second type of blocking, where a user visits an organization directly (i.e.,
clicks on the privacy panel of an inner node and authenticates), the user will review the
information stored at this organization and can also see forwhat the information is used
and where it came from. In this case, a user can again block allor portions of the data
usages (except mandatory usages). This is then again propagated along the disclosure
graph. Note that in contrast to the first approach, this enables the user to block any non-
mandatory usage of data at a given organization, regardlessof how and where the data
was actually collected.

A special case for permissions and block/unblock are circles in the disclosure graph,
i.e., that permissions are delegated along loops. We resolve this by keeping the history.
This enables the organizations to effectively distinguishoriginal permissions from per-
missions that are looped-back.

5 Enhancing User Control

The scheme described so far assumes that the parties in the disclosure setDF correctly
implement the proposed scheme. This includes correct policy enforcement as well as
blocking and unblocking. In this section, we investigate how these trust assumptions can
be reduced to provide a higher level of verifiability and thussecurity to the individual
end user.

5.1 Increased Transparency

The main benefit of our concept is enhanced transparency. A user can review which
data is stored by whom and to which organizations it has been disclosed. By default, an



individual customer will handle data via the party to whom the data has been disclosed
initially. This means that the customer can visit one of the previously visited web-sites
and review or block/unblock data. This can include browsingalong the disclosure graph.
In the special case that a customer decides to distrust an organization further along the
graph, he or she should directly visit the corresponding privacy panel and then prune
the disclosure tree by blocking or deleting a given branch. Any good implementation
of our method should provide feedback to the user regarding the precise meaning of a
successful or failed block or unblock operation. SinceACLoandACLM might change
over time, blocking and unblocking can have a delayed impact. The user should be
given the option to be informed about such delayed impact before as well as at when
the impact actually happens.

5.2 Dynamic Trust Management

An important aspect of our concept for multi-organization privacy protection is the trust
management that determines who may obtain which data in the first place. There are
multiple options that can be mixed in practice:

– Enterprise Data-Flow Matrix: A web-site has a fixed set of subsidiaries that are re-
quired for a site to work. E.g., all payments are processed through a given payment
processor. In this case, the site proposes a fixed data-flow matrix and the individual
customer can accept or decline. This is today’s solution.

– Customer Data-Flow Matrix:The customer proposes a data flow matrix to the en-
terprise. The enterprise then dynamically selects providers that are in this matrix.
This service-oriented approach requires that the customerhas at least one service
of each type that is required by a given organization. This needs to be validated by
the organization.

– Dynamic Delegation:For this approach, there is no complete data-flow matrix ini-
tially. The customer (via its federated identity management scheme [14] or individ-
ually authorized by a party trusted by the customer) is dynamically asked to dele-
gate certain sub-services to providers that are trusted by the individual. This means
that the user points to a trusted payment processing serviceonce needed. Once the
organization has obtained permission to disclose certain data, this is dynamically
added to the data-flow matrix.

– Role-based Delegation:The original matrix only contains roles or groups of or-
ganizations, e.g., partners certified by auditorX, organizations that satisfy certain
privacy requirements, or partners that have signed a privacy protection contract with
the user. This concept is similar to the organizations specified by P3P [12]. How-
ever, the core difference is that our approach allows later review of the data and the
actual organizations that store the data of an individual.

Each of these mechanisms ensures that data disclosure is only permitted to organiza-
tions that an individual user trusts. Revoking trust is doneby updating the data-flow
matrix and the access-control matrix. The consequence is that the corresponding orga-
nizations are asked to delete the data they store. If this deletion is not possible legally,
one again needs to distinguish between a default and a mandatory data flow matrixDF,



where the latter specifies the minimum set of organizations where the data cannot be
revoked. Note that the main impact of removing trust is to prevent storage of data corre-
sponding to future transactions. Without additional audits or control, the actual deletion
of data cannot be verified in general.

5.3 Verifiable Blocking and Unblocking

The preceding sections assumed that organizations “followthe rules”. We now describe
a way to increase the auditability of our solution. Our goal is to enable auditors and users
to validate that all data that is found at an organization hasbeen obtained legally and has
not been blocked. The core ideas are to delete all blocked data, to sign disclosures, to
provide receipts for blocking requests, and to require authorization for any data stored
at the enterprise.

Our first naı̈ve implementation of unblocking merely modifies the access rights
without actually protecting the data. This is a valid implementation approach, but has
certain disadvantages:

– Blocking doesnot add a new layer of defense, i.e., this type of blocking does not
necessarily reduce the risk of unintentional disclosure.

– Blocked data are of no value to the organization, but the burden of maintaining
them is witho. From an economic perspective, a more natural choice would be to
put that burden on the individual customerU .

Offloading the burden of maintaining the data to the user can be done as follows: As
a result of “block”, the organization compiles all data thatserves no purpose other
than allowing unblock, and send this data token to the user, in some protected fashion
(encrypted and authenticated). The user is supposed to store this data, and return it as
part of the unblock token. Delayed impact of block might create new tokens, which are
all sent to the user. This approach adds a second layer of defense and puts the storage
burden on the user. If this storage burden is not considered significant foro, one can use
an alternative approach:U can select a cryptographic key and hand the (public) key to
o, ando uses that key to protect all this data, i.e., storing the datain its encrypted form
without actually knowing the key needed for decryption. Upon unblock,U hands over
the (secret) key too, ando can decrypt all data needed to perform unblock.

In both cases, the user achieves an increased level of control. The most impor-
tant benefit is that once an honest organization has blocked data, it cannot unilaterally
change its mind. This is important in order to prevent that a bankrupt organization sells
previously blocked data. Next, we discuss this data token approach as it provides a ben-
efit (and thus an incentive) to the organization that implements this approach. In order
to provide accountability for all data that is stored at an enterprise, all disclosures need
to be signed (including data, history, and permissions as described above). This enables
an enterprise to show that all data has been obtained througha legal disclosure path.
When an individual asks an organization to block data, an organization needs to be able
to show that it honored the recursive blocking request. Thiscan be done by protecting
its own data as described above and requiring blocking proofs from all data recipients.
This can be achieved by the protocol depicted in Fig. 5. We assume a confidential chan-
nel between the different organizations to prevent data leakage. The customer initiates



User Enterprise 1

AuthU(blockU, c) AuthE1(block’U, c)

Enterprise 2

mE2:=SigE2(block’U, c, time2, Data2)
mE1:=SigE1(mE2, blockU, time1, Data1)

Encrypt 
and store mE1

Fig. 5. Example of a blocking protocol

the blocking protocol by sending an authenticated message containing the updated ac-
cess control listblockU and a challengec. If the enterprise has not disclosed the data
further, it responds by sending a signed response that contains the updatedblockU ’ the
time from which it promises to no longer use the data, and the only remaining copy
of the actual data that has been blocked. If parts ofblockU have been delegated to one
or more other organizationsE2, the organization executes this blocking protocol recur-
sively to block and retrieve the corresponding data. Again,the user will obtain a signed
blocking receipt from each organization that held data. Note that the blocking message
between different organizations is no longer authenticated by the user. Instead, our con-
cept enables all organizations to block delegations they have previously performed. In
the protocol this implies that subsequent blocking messages are authenticated by the
sending organization. Furthermore it implies that these blocks can contain a subset of
blockU if only a subset has been disclosed. Both enterprises then send signed messages
with the blocking time to the user. The user encrypts and stores the data.

To unblock the data, the user returns the blocking tokenmE1 (andmE2) and an
authenticated message that allows the organization to unblock the data. The organiza-
tion then recursively recovers the data from this backup. Note that the authorization to
unblock is needed to enable the enterprise to prove that the unblock operation was le-
gitimate, i.e., that it did not cheat the user by sending a blocking token while continuing
the usage of the data.

Usually the data used to authenticateU is part of the data protected by our concept
(i.e., part ofD), and authenticatingU is implemented through one or more of the ac-
tions inA. To facilitate unblocking it is appropriate to add all pairs(a, δ) representing
authentication to the setACLM , i.e., to preventU from accidentally blocking authenti-
cation as long as other data can still be blocked. Another approach is to allow blocking
of the identity and authentication information. In this case, the user would be required
to unblock its identity to perform additional block operations.

Note that without additional assumptions it is impossible to achieve complete veri-
fiability against an organization that is completely untrusted. Known assumptions that
enable verifiable deletion are a limited amount of memory [13], or the assumption that
data is stored only in a well-defined trusted infrastructure[3], or an infrastructure that
supports secret sharing with at least one honest storage server [16].



5.4 Protection of Mandatory Data

In general, data that is mandatory cannot be deleted or blocked. This is either caused
by pending transactions that need the data or else by regulatory requirements. In the
first case, blocking would terminate the transaction and usually is not desirable. In the
second case, usage can be limited to certain well-defined operations such as an annual
audit, or following a court order.

We now sketch additional means to offer similar protection for mandatory permis-
sions. The core idea is that the limited amount of mandatory data can be protected by
mutually trusted entities. From the enterprise’s perspective, this trustee guarantees the
legally required availability of the data. From an end-userperspective, the entity ensures
that the usage is limited to the pre-defined purposes. Potential options for implement-
ing these trusted third parties are secure hardware (smartcards, secure coprocessors),
additional trustees (either for secret decryption keys or the data itself), or special stor-
age devices such as a secondary write-only data store that only reveals data under the
conditions specified. One example are log-files that are keptfor auditing purposes. In
this case, the data can be public-key encrypted and the decryption key is to be escrowed
between the user, the organization, and a third party. If thelegal pre-conditions are met,
the user pre-authorizes this third party to release its key share to the organization in
order to meet the regulatory requirements.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a simple concept for increasing transparency and control over the
use of data for individual end-users. The core idea is a standardized privacy panel that
allows users to review the data that has been stored about them. In contrast to earlier
approaches, we describe how to enable temporary suspensionof personal information.
This blocking renders data unusable while a certain serviceis not in use. This protects
the individual from accidental misuse. Furthermore, we separate data-flow restrictions
from data usage restrictions. The rationale is that data should only be disclosed if the
recipient is trusted to enforce the associated policies.
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